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Notes on contributors
Antoni Malet is professor of the history of science at the Universitat Pompeu Fabra (Barcelona). He works on 16th-
and 17th-century mathematics and optics, and also on the life of mathematics and science in Spain during the Franco
dictatorship. He is the author of From indivisibles to infinitesimals (Barcelona, 1996) and, among his recent publica-
tions, “Kepler and the telescope” (Annals of Science, 2003).
Marco Panza is directeur de recherche at the CNRS, in Paris (équipe REHSEIS, UMR 7596, CNRS and University
of Paris 7). His main research topics concern the history of analysis, especially in the 17th and 18th centuries, and
the contemporary philosophy of mathematics, with a special concern for the notion of mathematical objects and
the questions related to Platonism. His recent publications include Newton et les origines de l’analyse: 1664–1666,
Blanchard, Paris, 2005.
Jens Høyrup is emeritus professor at Roskilde University, Denmark, and teaches in the Section for Philosophy and
Science Studies. Much of his research has dealt with the cultural and conceptual history of pre-Modern mathemat-
ics, in particular with the conceptual structure and history of Babylonian mathematics and on its interaction with
practitioners’ traditions. After finishing Lengths, Widths, Surfaces: A Portrait of Old Babylonian Algebra and Its Kin
(Springer, 2002), he is now primarily working on late medieval Italian algebra.
Javier Docampo Rey is a mathematics teacher at a secondary school in Mallorca. He received his Ph.D. in September
2004 at the Universidade de Santiago de Compostela for a dissertation on the mathematical education of Catalan
merchants in the late medieval and early Renaissance periods. His main interests concern practical mathematics in the
period 1300–1600 and its teaching. He is the author of “La formació professional del mercader català a la Baixa Edat
Mitjana,” Afers, fulls de recerca i pensament, vol. 19, núm. 49 (2004), pp. 687–709.
Ma Rosa Massa Esteve is lecturer of applied mathematics at the “Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya” in Barcelona,
where she teaches courses in mathematics and in the history of mathematics. Her research interest lies primarily
in 17th-century and 16th-century mathematics and more recently in 18th-century mathematics. Her most recently
published article was “La théorie euclidienne des proportions dans les Geometriae Speciosae Elementa (1659) de
Pietro Mengoli” (Revue d’Histoire des Sciences, 56/2 (2003), 457–474). She is currently working on a book on the
significance of Mengoli’s work.
Eberhard Knobloch, born in 1943, obtained his Ph.D. in 1972 in history of science and technology. He is a full
professor of history of science and technology at the Berlin University of Technology and Academy professor at
the Berlin Academy of Sciences. As such, he is the director of the Alexander-von-Humboldt Research Centre and
responsible for the seventh (mathematics) and eighth (natural sciences, medicine, technology) series of the Academy
edition of Leibniz’s Complete Writings and Letters. He is the author of about 200 publications regarding the history
of mathematical sciences and Renaissance technology. Further information may be found at http://www.tu-berlin.de/
fak1/philosophie and www.bbaw.de/forschung/vorh_ka.html.0315-0860/2006 Published by Elsevier Inc.
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